**Required reference text for all new DNP Students:**

  
  New students are required to read this book prior to the start of the Fall 2018 Intensives

**CORE COURSES**

**N8010 Evidence-Based Practice I: The Nature of Evidence** [Allison, T.]

Required Texts:


**N8015 Integrative Application of Evidence-Based Practice I** [Ardisson]

Required Texts:

CORE COURSES

N8032 Health Care Economics and Finance  [Arnow]
Required Texts:


Optional:


N8034 Advanced Health Care Economics and Finance  [Jones]
Required Texts:


N8042 Quality Improvement and Patient Safety  [Watters, Leming-Lee]
Required Texts:


*****this book is now available through a different publisher*****
The good news is, the books ARE available! Leverage Networks has purchased the publications from Pegasus, and you can order the books from them.
Go to this link:
https://leveragenetworks.3dcartstores.com/Fables-Series_c_104.html

****Copies may also be purchased from the Vanderbilt Bookstore****
http://vanderbilt.bncollege.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/TBWizardView?catalogId=10001&langId=-1&storeId=65163
Select NURS 8042 section 1 from the drop-down menus. Or through YES when clicking your course, then the "Book Information" link.

**N8052 Health Policy** [Lambert]
Required Texts:

**N8054 Legal and Ethical Environment** [Lutenbacher]
Required Texts:

**N8064 Scholarly Writing** [Ardisson and Pilon]
Required Texts:

*Optional:*


**N8095 Integrative Application of Evidence-Based Practice III** [Williams]
Required Texts:
ELECTIVES

N8060 Obesity and Weight Control Part 1: Biology, Physiology and Epidemiology [Silver]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8066 Curriculum Strategies for Health Professional Education [Kennedy]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8068 Advanced Concepts in Nursing Education [Kennedy]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8069 Lean Methodology in Healthcare [Crutcher]
Required Text:

N8072 Addressing Global Health Disparities: An Interdisciplinary Perspective [Ziegler]
Optional:

N8073 Genetics in Clinical Practice [Connors]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

8074 Foundations of Genetics/Genomics in Healthcare [Connors]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

N8080 Independent Study [Staff]
- NO REQUIRED TEXTS

8092 Palliative Care III: Palliative Care in Specialized Populations [Hislop]
Required Texts:
Optional:


